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What is this crap?
No tutorial, no story, very very very very very (etc.) bad controls, op zombies, unplayable.
Got it for 0.08 euros, but even for free it would be too much to pay. Give me back my 5 minutes of life pl s. Next time, only put
the menu.

2/10

EDIT: I don't know how is the game now, maybe it changed, remember that is a old review, and well, the first date of that
review, the game was eh uh.

When I have more time, I will try it, I wait it changed...

At the moment, I don't recommend that game...

Regards.
Lolo.. arkanoid type game focusing on hitting not bricks but monsters that are going after you or throwing things at you and it's
hard as hell to pass. as funny jokes and can be used like a game to chill out for a while but will not hook you. grab it on sale to
add to your colection.. This is absolutely my favorite game of all time. <3. This game was completely boring and has nothing in
special about. Although it is not as masterful as To The Moon, but it doesn't try to be. It is a different approach altogether,
although Finding Paradise is in many ways cleverer and wittier with its story. It questions so much of what we learnt in the first
game. It is the perfect sequel which doesn't attempt to beat the previous but expand it and give its universe depth.. Cute puzzle
game! Feels a tad on the clunky side with the controls and graphics, but overall pretty good for the price. Would recommend,
but expect it to take you less than 3hrs to complete.. It takes a bit of time to get into it but once you do it is very fun.
If you like space games give it a try.. My favourite childhood game. A challenging strategy game with a lot of replayability. If
you're up for something different, give this a shot. Do you have an acute taste in beard fashion?
Yes? then you will love this game!
No? Then you must play this game to aquire a taste of beard fashion, for beard fashion is one of the truly great arts of this
century!!!!!!!!111!!!!1!111!!11!111!!!1111!111!!!!!!1!!!!!
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Interesting concept, horrible realisation. Bot's can't find path to door that is right in front of them?

And this very, VERY annoyng sound of dental drill that you can't turn off (yes, you can set music level to 0, set effects level to 0
- and yes, all you will hear - is that drill sound).

. Fractal is actually a very stylish looking game but it's missing a few important things; a tutorial. No, the game isn't that hard to
figure out, but ask me what the power-ups do and I honestly couldn't tell you. Most of the times I just try to connect them with
the other tiles, obviously, and it triggers several combos. It usually takes several tries to finish a level. A tutorial is A MUST.
Another thing that bothered me is that if I notice things aren't going my way, I normally ike to retry a level. There's no button
for this. There's only a pause button. So in the end I have to click up to 20-30 times in order to restart a level. This definitely
needs to be implemented.
Also, the text is a bit blurry, even on extremely high quality. If the developer can fix it, it will look smashing. I like the
slowmotion endings, they look really cool.
Now, would I recommend this game ? Yes and no. If none of my complaints is fixed, then no. If they do decide to fix them; yes.

[Rating: 70\/100]. Its a very cool game and all that stuff, but i do not think it is worth 10 euros. I think that is way too much.
Since the game is short, and nothing really new happens in it. It is basically the same you have to do, over and over again. But
besides that, the music and atmosphere in the game is quite amasing.. I can finally mark the game as positive but there are some
issues.
First off make sure you delete some of your saves from the base game or you wont be able to save in this DLC.

The game used to crash when I had a gtx 1080 but then changed it to a RTX 2080 ultra and now its not crashing. Not sure if that
did it or they patched it. The game doesn't support 3440 x 1440 which sucks but im having to use a smaller resolution stretched
out.. Bought this game for 3.00$.Base of player is OK,system too but game is slow-slow as turtle. You need to wait 2 minutes
for simulating 1 week .Regular price is 10$ but....I do not want to waste more money like this.
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